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1. WHO IS THIS WORKBOOK FOR?

This workbook is for leaders who want to take a positive step forward in their life. Most of us can 
benefit from backing ourselves with conviction in at least one area of our lives, even those people 
who seem so amazingly naturally confident in whatever they do. Behind the masks we wear in 
public, all of us have their own doubts, insecurities and worries.

• Have you ever felt like you lost your voice and weren’t heard?

• Have you ever thought this is not me, I can’t do it?

• Or have you had a time when you stepped back into the shadows to stay safe and watched 
someone else take the prize?

 
If yes:

• Do you want to shake off those old limitations to step into your full potential?

• Do you want to step up, speak up and write your story of success?

• Do you want to be the leader of your life, and be a role model for others?
 
If you answered yes to these last 3 questions you’re in the right place!

Copyright © 2017 Pure Results Ltd

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including 
photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the 
case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other non-commercial uses permitted by copyright law. For permission 
requests, write to the author.

Every effort has been made to be accurate in this publication. The publisher does not assume any responsibility for errors, omissions or 
contrary interpretation. We aim to provide the best information on this subject. Reading this material alone does not guarantee your growth, 
development or success. You will need some guidance, some practice, some tweaking both now and in the future to apply the skills and 
tools of this course to achieve the results you desire. 

RRP: $55 USD

-Every accomplishment begins with 
your decision to try-
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The Power of Deciding to Change

All change starts with the decision to change! Without committing to change we simply stay the 
same. Its not change that takes time, it’s staying the same that takes time!

Once we commit to change many people are surprised by how fast they can achieve  
amazing results!

This is demonstrated with the power of compounding growth. Just 1% consistent growth every day 
will result in a 3700% increase over a year! That’s the power of having a clear roadmap, support 
and accountability.

Make sure you’re moving in the right direction, because direction is more important than speed!

Only when we are brave enough to explore 
the darkness will we discover the

infinite power of our light.
Brene Brown

Accelerated 
Growth

Stagnant
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Going
Backwards

Decided

Drifting

You Now
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How to use this workbook and training:

In this training my role is to support you and to challenge you. You might love me or hate me, or 
maybe love me and hate me because I’ll be asking questions that invite you to look deeper and 
uncover the truth.

Part of this process is I will be asking some direct and at times some weird questions. To get the 
most out of this I encourage you to be 100% honest with yourself. You’re doing this for you and just 
like life, the more you put in, the more you’ll get out.

I’m going to ask you a favour, can you give yourself the gift of investing 20 minutes of your life to 
make a real difference?

Actually, I want to ask 2 favours. The second one is don’t make this a thing that you pick up and 
don’t do anything with. Promise to yourself here and now that from the insights you gain from this 
time, you’ll do something with them. Knowledge isn’t power, applied knowledge is power.

Hint: If you’re not writing your story, it means you’re merely a character in someone else’s. As they 
saying goes:

Because you’re the author of your story, if you’re not writing the story of your success, who is?

Be not afraid of going slowly
Be afraid only of standing still

Chinese proverb
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Backing Yourself with Conviction!

So what is backing ourselves with conviction? 

• Backing yourself with conviction is having the self-belief and trust in yourself to step 
forward and give it a go.

• It’s giving yourself permission to show up being 100% real and know that you’re here for a 
reason and you have value.

• It’s having the inner confidence to know that you’ll either make the shot or you’ll learn 
something valuable.

• It’s moving from a place of being reactive trapped in old patterns to responding in new, 
healthy ways to create the future you want.

 
If you had all or even one of these qualities, what difference would it make in your life?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Responding

Reactive
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2. CONVICTION AND CONFIDENCE AREAS

2.1. Rating

We all have areas where we feel naturally confident in and other areas where we could use more 
confidence. Take a moment to identify the specific areas in your life where you’d like to back 
yourself with conviction and to enjoy more confidence:

1. ______________________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________________

Imagine a scale of 1 – 10 for confidence, with 10 being highest. Rate your current confidence level

in these situations, you’ve identified above

For example, with public speaking for my first Toastmasters speech. It felt like my heart rate was

topping 200 bpm, my vision was narrowed, my thoughts were clouded and scattered. Even entering

the room didn’t seem like something I wanted to do! For me, I rated that as a 2/10 for confidence.

No one can make you feel inferior 
without your consent

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
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3. CURRENT STATE

Thinking of that situation specific where you’re not backing yourself. When you think of this 
situation how does it look, feels and sound?  Be as descriptive as you can here.

What is the picture you see in your mind? _______________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

How does this situation feel? _________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

What sounds do you hear when thinking about this situation? ______________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

 

At this time, what is the state you’re in called? ___________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

 

For things to change, first, 

I must change
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4. CONFIDENCE – VERB

5. DECISION AND COMMITMENT

According to the dictionary, confidence is a noun. Yet, if we make the choice to turn confidence 
from a noun into a verb, a “doing” word it then brings a whole new meaning to it. 

Now, confidence is something we do, like walking or running. As it’s something we do, that means 
it’s something that we can practice and improve on, much like riding a bike or learning to play 
tennis. Other people do these things, and so can I.

When we do the same old thing the same old way, we will continue to get
the same old results, yes? Actually, it’s possible to get even fewer results as other people will be
improving and growing. Standing still is often actually going backward.

Before we go any further, can you acknowledge that to achieve different results you need to change
what you’re currently doing? Agreed?

Check, are you making a decision here and now to change things in order to achieve your goal?
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6. BACKING YOURSELF WITH CONVICTION - 
YOUR GOAL

By being clear on how you want to look, feel and sound will make your goal much easier to achieve. 
By having this clear picture you will create a smooth, direct path to arrive at your destination of 
success. With this you’re setting new expectations for your future, and you’ll know when you’ve 
achieved it.!

Dreaming and imagination are the first stage of creation. Without imagination, we would not have 
so many of the wonders that surround us. I invite you to connect to that amazing creative part of 
you and think of yourself being fully confident. You may choose to think of a time in your life where 
you felt fully confident doing something you enjoyed, or you might want to just pretend ‘as if’ you 
are this way. 

Whichever option you feel best with is perfect.

Ideal Desired State Questions

• How do you need to be to achieve the ideal outcome you want? ________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

• What does this picture look like as you’re being this way? ____________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

“The best way to predict your future
is to create it.” 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
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• How does it feel to be your fully confident self? ____________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

• What are the sounds you hear? (and even what you’re saying to yourself) _______________

___________________________________________________________________________

• How specifically will you know when you are this way? _______________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

• Is it something that you’ll see, hear or feel externally? Is it something that you’ll see, hear 

or feel externally? Or maybe it’s something internally? ______________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

This is a nifty and powerful mental skill as our brain stores these new created experiences as 
memories, which you can connect to in your future. This process is used by top sports people, 
athletes and business people to help achieve their successes.

This full experience you’ve created of you being confident and achieving success is yours to 
connect with anytime you want, anytime you need it. The more you do it, the more it becomes your 
reality. And you can continue to build and develop it so it becomes more powerful.

“Action may not always bring happiness; but 
there is no happiness without action.” 

BENJAMIN DISRAELI
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7. THE TRIGGER

8. BENEFITS

Your Trigger Questions

• How do you know to start feeling nervous, anxious or the specific feelings that are not 

helping you? What specific thing triggers you to decide to feel this way? ________________

___________________________________________________________________________

• Is it a specific picture in your mind, something you feel, hear or even smell?

OK, time for some weird and unusual questions. These may seem like strange questions but I ask 
them because I know you’re an intelligent person. As an intelligent person you don’t do things that 
you don’t get a benefit from, us humans don’t do that. More than that, the decisions we make in the 
moment are what we think are the best possible option. With this in mind it’s vital that we unpack 
and understand the perceived benefits of choosing to do what is not helping you. Ready?

Questions

• When have you found it useful to not back yourself? _________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

• What do you get out of choosing to not back yourself? _______________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

• What will you miss out on by backing yourself? ____________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

• What’s at risk if you back yourself with 100% conviction? _____________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

“If you can dream it, you can do it.”
WALT DISNEY
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9. YOUR VICTORY LOG

A Victory Log is a personal journal to recognize and acknowledge all your accomplishments. It 
shows your growth and reminds you that you are making progress, even when you feel like you’re 
stuck because we all get discouraged sometimes.

We’re often our own harshest critic and when things aren’t going right we can focus on them
rather than recognizing our ability to adapt and learn. When we judge and criticism ourselves we
can hold ourselves back from taking the risks we need to grow and flourish.

Growth Tasks
• List 3 successes from your life that you can acknowledge yourself for?

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

• List 3 successes from the last 5 years 

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

• List 3 successes this week

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

Challenge! - Count 3 successes each day going forward, big, small or medium.

The gap difference between fear and 
excitement one deep breath
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The Confidence Cycle

Confidence works as a self-fuelling cycle, either positively supporting you or negatively sabotaging
you, much like the old triggers that you’ve identified so far.

A negative confidence cycle looks like this:

One of the wonderful things about now knowing this confidence cycle is that after the initial event
this cycle is in only your mind and with that you have the choice to control it. It can either be a 
downward cycle or a positive upward cycle. Which will serve you more?

Confidence is like a muscle, 
the more you use it, the stronger it gets

SITUATION / EVENT

I am meeting someone 
new for the first time

THOUGH / MEMORY

Last time I met new
people, they didn’t 

like me.

NEURO-PHYSICAL 
EFFECTS

Body reflects anxiety in 
body language:

Tense up, slump, 
look down.

EMOTIONS

Feelings of doubt
and anxiety
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As easily as you can allow it to weigh you down you can also choose to create a positive
confidence cycle:

By connecting to a positive memory (or even an imagined event, your ‘desired state’) of you being
successful with what that looks like, how it feels and what you hear, you’ll start to anticipate having
more confidence and success. By choosing to start your positive confidence cycle you will begin 
to create the outcome you want. This is a valuable asset that you have at your disposal to use 
whenever you need it.

“The minute you settle for less than you deserve, 

you get even less than you settled for”

MAUREEN DOWD

SITUATION / EVENT

I am meeting someone 
new for the first time

THOUGH / MEMORY

Last time I met
someone new, it

went well!

NEURO-PHYSICAL 
EFFECTS

 Reflected in body
language with standing 

tall and smiling 

EMOTIONS

Feeling  of confidence, 
ease, enjoyment.
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10. FEAR

11. ANXIETY

Of course, often when we need to back ourselves there is a fear holding us back.  Fear is a vital 
response to imminent danger, it provides a critical role in keeping us alive. Having fear in the 
appropriate situations is very useful!

Growth Exercise:
• In your situations of self-doubt, what specifically are you fearful of (no matter how bizarre 

they sound):

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

Anxiety is a feeling of worry, nervousness, or unease about something with an uncertain outcome. 
With anxiety, you getting tricked into feeling a powerful fear in the absence of any real danger. One 
still feels that overwhelming emotion despite the lack of true danger.

By having awareness of your fears and observing them, with patience and curiosity, you can 
bring them into focus to see that they are more imaginary than real. With that courageous act,
you can begin to live more fully in the present and move into the future with clarity, enjoyment 
and purpose.

“Fear is a question. What are you afraid of and why? 
Our fears are a treasure house of self-knowledge

if we explore them”

MARILYN FRENCH
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Growth Task:
How much of your day and week do you spend creating anxiety?

1. Day: _________________________________________________________________

2. Week: ________________________________________________________________

• Which of these fears can actually cause death or serious injury?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 

• What is the realistic likelihood of this fear coming true? (score from 1 – 10, with 10  
being highest)

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

If you think of quitting, 
remember why you started
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12. PUTTING IT INTO ACTION!

Contrary to the popular saying of ‘knowledge is power’, knowledge isn’t power. Applying the 
knowledge is power! All the knowledge in the world will not do you any good unless you apply it 
and check the difference it makes for you.

My Actions (that I’m Committing to):

My Actions (I’m Committing to:)

Tomorrow

1.

2.

3.

This Week

1.

2.

3.

Next Week

1.

2.

3.

Who can support me: My Reward for doing it: Penalty if I don’t:
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 PLUS, you’ll get our C4 Accelerator Clarity & Conviction WorkbookTM as an extra bonus. 

Book your seat on the waitlist for the next workshop.

Fast Track Option: If you’re the kind of person who wants to jump straight in and get 
things moving now, book a free 30 min Action Plan call here.

Where to from here?

 How to Accelerate Your 2021 with Clarity, Choice and Control Workshop

Join us for this 90 minute live online workshop to: 

 T Learn the proven 4 step system to break through challenges, blocks and resistance to achieve 
your goals in 2021.  

 T Develop absolute clarity on where you are now, where you want to be and your why

 T Take back full control of your life so you’re in the driver’s seat

 T Back yourself with 100% conviction to take the bold steps forward

 T Create fresh, new choices so you’re writing the script of your life

A lot of leaders reach out after completing this Leaders Life Audit wanting to know what their best 
next step is. They have realised there are a few areas they need to focus on, whether it’s career, 
business, health, making an impact, mindset, personal growth or having a clear vision and plan. 

To take these insights and accelerate your progress there are two options:

mailto:mailto:info%2540pureresults.co.nz%3Fsubject%3DBook%2520my%2520seat%2520for%2520the%2520next%2520Accelerate%2520Your%25202021%2520with%2520Clarity%252C%2520Choice%2520and%2520Control%2520Workshop.?subject=
https://go.oncehub.com/PureResultsCoaching
https://go.oncehub.com/PureResultsCoaching
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Why Pure Results?

Highly Rated

We’re proud to be the Top Rated High 
Performance Coaches across NZ/

Australia with over 60 5* star reviews

Highly Rated

We’re 100% committed to helping good 
people achieve big goals 

Fast Results

Our coaching produces faster  
results with sustainable, 
transformational results.

Internationally qualified

Our Coaches are internationally 
qualified in Performance Coaching, 

Developmental Coaching,  
Neuro-Science, NLP and more

1000+ People & 10,000 Hours

  Successfully helped 1,000’s of people 
level up in their lives, careers and 

business

Inner Game

  Our inner game drives our  
outer game. Update your old  

code now!
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Every Accomplishment Begins
With Your Decision To Try
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KELLY SAMSON

A Professional Results Coach whose adventurous 

army, travel, academic and professional background 

provides a unique foundation in his passion of helping 

others to achieve even more.

Kelly’s passion, energy and leadership ignite his 

client’s personal power to create the real results and 

the solutions they need. Kelly’s empowers his clients to find their inner motivation and drive 

to achieve more than they thought possible. He supports clients to realise their full goals and 

aspirations and then grow, stretch and develop to achieve these. As a coach, he is there to serve 

clients fully to live authentically, create excitement, confidence, motivation and to ignite their  

self-belief. 

Kelly’s aim is to support you, challenge you, offer fresh perspectives and generate solutions to 

empower you to positively move forward in your life and career.

The most important relationship is the one we have with ourselves.

You are the author of your life,
if you’re not holding the pen to write the story you want, who is?  

Let’s Connect
 

www.pureresults.co.nz
info@pureresults.co.nz

https://www.facebook.com/pureresultscoaching
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leadership-coach-auckland/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA4HG93Ox3dIu13kutfNYCg
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Client Results

The best way to predict your future, 
is to create it!

 David Naus

 StarStarStarStarStar
 2/23/2021 - Google

Life changing guidance, support and insights.

 Claudine Laurenson

 StarStarStarStarStar
 8/03/2020 - Google

I wanted to change to be a better version of myself, 
to make better decisions, to be at the center of my 
life, to solve the proble ... read more

 Stefan Evans

 StarStarStarStarStar
 12/08/2020 - Google

Really enjoyed the leadership coaching sessions 
with Kelly. Some practical and helpful guides to 
different situations around self ... read more

 Shane Davis

 StarStarStarStarStar
 9/25/2020 - Google

Kelly has a relaxed coaching style that establishes a 
comfortable space for exploring thoughts and ideas 
around leadership and the ... read more

 Cody Carnachan

 StarStarStarStarStar
 5/08/2020  - Google

I have been working with Kelly for the past 3 years 
and doing so has completely transformed my out-
look on life and work. I now find ... read more

 Rozanne Postma

 StarStarStarStarStar
 7/13/2020  - Google

Working with Kelly from Pure Results Coaching 
has been the best investment into my personal and 
professional development. Before ... read more

 Bob Lajes

 StarStarStarStarStar
 9/10/2020 - Google

I signed on for personal coaching with Kelly. I have 
to admit that when I finally committed to this, I was 
sceptical but hopeful ... read more

 Royce Pedersen

 StarStarStarStarStar
 9/16/2020 - Google

Kelly has coached our leadership team via the 
Breakthrough Company for the last year and has 
made a real difference to how we oper ... read more

 Cat Arnhold

 StarStarStarStarStar
 3/16/2020  - Google

I started seeing Kelly 2 years ago and I can honestly 
say my outlook on life has changed immensely! 
Having experienced some diffi ... read more


